Two of California’s most popular, and yet curiously controversial, varieties share the marquee this month. Pinot Noir and Chardonnay,
more than any other of the state’s fine wines, have been and continue to be the hot topic of conversation in the professional press and
social media commentary alike with true-believing advocates of generally lighter versions quick to proclaim that a great change is afoot
in the way each is now being made. Now, it is always the front runners that are targeted for pot shots, and perhaps their very popularity
explains why they, in particular, have attracted so much scrutiny, but neither’s position in the market has changed save for that fact that
sales continue as strong or stronger than ever.
We will admit that the discussion, even if a little overly self-righteous at times, has been healthy insofar as it has led to thoughtful thinking on the part of those who grow, make and drink Pinot and Chardonnay and has significantly contributed to the ongoing refinement
of the local winemaking art, and we are pleased that the tone of argument has become far more civil of late with a broadening appreciation for the diversity and high quality to be had. We suspect that as long as the two wines command such a big following they will
remain in the cross-hairs of those looking to tell us that the emperor is not so finely attired as we might believe, but, here at CGCW, we
prefer to let each wine speak for itself without bias or prerequisite presumptions about maker, place or fixed style, and what is clear is
that there are more accomplished Chardonnay and Pinot Noir bottlings than ever before. And, in this issue, as always, there are happy
surprises aplenty.

PINOT NOIR

We cannot help being a bit amazed at the number of Pinot Noirs earning starred recommendation over the course of this year, and, with
this, our fourth and final installment of 2018, the list of collectable offerings only grows longer and confirms our assessment of 2014,
2015 and 2016 being vintages in which the variety has shined with what just might be an unprecedented magnitude of brightness. Success is widespread with stellar offerings from the Santa Lucia Highlands to Oregon’s Willamette Valley represented this month, and very
good efforts from CGCW newcomers such as Sangiacomo Vineyards – a winery that wins applause for its Chardonnays in this issue as
well – join first-rate releases from proven performers like Davies, Merry Edwards, Lucia, and Saintsbury to name but a few.

CHARDONNAY

If California Chardonnay may have not undergone a dramatic, foundation-shaking revolution as some have claimed, there is no question
but that thirsty Chardonnay drinkers have more tasty offerings made in more styles from which to choose than we can recall, and who
would argue that choice is not a good thing. It is a grape sometimes regarded as a “blank slate” in the cellar and winemaker options
abound regarding when to pick and winemaking regimen, and it can assume many faces from ripe, rich and oaky to sleek and lively and
long on minerally brightness. Its detractors have quieted and we hear little in the way of “anything but Chardonnay” complaints these
days, and when looking at the broad, manifestly successful portfolio of examples now available, we can only say “vive la difference.”

BEST BUYS

Syrah has survived a period of market doldrums and has proven remarkably resilient with a raft of memorable bottlings now available,
and, perhaps owing to its history of fits and starts, there is a surprising number of excellent values to be had as this latest edition of Best
Buys celebrates. Recent favorites in Barbera and Rosé fill out November’s roster of wines sure to please at the price and are instructive
reminders that very good wines need not necessarily come with pocketbook pain.
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If we had been told two decades back as Connoisseurs’ Guide to California Wine was nearing
its twenty-fifth anniversary that, in a single year, we would review more new bottlings
of Pinot Noir than any other variety, we would have smiled and shaken our heads in
disbelief, but that is just what has happened in 2018. More remarkable still, beyond the
amazing proliferation of new bottlings, is the across-the-board rise in quality that they continue to achieve, yet what we are not surprised by,
however, is that conversations about local Pinot sooner or later seem to turn into debates about style. By the late 1970s, there were journalistic
rumblings from some wine writers, most of which emanated from the East Coast, that California wines, when compared to the classics of France,
were too ripe and fruity and problematic partners to food. While Pinot escaped such criticism early on, it was only because there were few serious
bottlings extant at that time, and, as any even-occasional follower of fine local Pinot is aware, that is assuredly no longer the case.
The debate is based on the supposition that there are two fundamental Pinot profiles. One is over-ripe and outgoing and the other lower in alcohol
and more restrained. Stereotypical thinking is usually dangerous, of course, and, in the case of Pinot Noir, such bi-polar perspectives ignore the
vast number of examples, most we would argue, that fit very comfortably somewhere in between the extremes. Yes, there are extravagant, highly
ripened, overly alcoholic versions to be had, but they are hardly the norm and have never been, and Pinot’s rise to prominence is not owing to what
its skeptics call “fruit bomb” excesses. Nor can it be accredited to a new wave of wines that embrace understatement, and, while the term “balance”
has been appropriated by advocates of lighter and leaner wines, balance is not antithetical to richness.
It is time to look at the wines for what they are and not be preoccupied with fitting them into either round or square holes. And, trying to
pigeonhole the state’s many successful Pinot producing districts such as the Russian River Valley, the Santa Rita Hills, Carneros and the Anderson
Valley as necessarily predictive of this or that style can lead to conclusions that do not hold up when comprehensively tasting one’s way through a
broad collection of wines grown and made therein. We have often commented, and it bears repeating, that, while fine wine certainly depends on
provenance and site, it is also shaped by the vintner’s hand, and winemaking regimen very often has an equal or even greater impact than whence
a wine might have come.
The bottom line is that these continue to be great times for West Coast Pinot regardless of one’s bias or preference. There are outstanding examples
that meet every taste, and we are loathe to proclaim that one style is sure to appeal to every wine dyed-in-the-wool Pinot devotee, but to accept
the notion they neatly occupy two defined niches is to miss seeing the forest for the trees. And, if one accepts that ongoing fascination with detail
and endless diversity is what motivates most every wine lover in their lifelong pursuit of discovery, the marvelous range of downright delicious
contemporary Pinot Noirs that has come to market in recent years will provide pleasures aplenty as well as great vinous food for thought.

Tasting Note Legend
OUTSTANDING WINES

CHARACTERISTICS & TRADITIONAL USE WITH FOOD

*** THREE STARS (95-98 points) An exceptional wine 		
		
Worth a special search of the market

S Soft and fruity wine Quaffable by itself or with light foods
F Crisp white Medium acid and dry Fish or delicate flavored foods
C Mellow white Dry to slightly sweet Enough acid for white meats
l Full and balanced dry White Try with rich seafood and fowl dishes
L Light Red and powerhouse White Fowl veal and light meats
B Medium Red Balanced good depth medium tannin

** TWO STARS (91-94 points) A highly distinctive wine
		
Likely to be memorable
* ONE STAR: (87-90 points) Fine example of a type or
		 style of wine. Without notable flaws.
NOTE Wines not marked with stars are often delightful wines Each has unique
virtues and any of these wines may be the best wine to serve your needs
based on value availability or for your dining and taste preferences *Prices –
Approximately California full retail prices
Connoisseurs’ Guide tastings are conducted with

Beef and lamb

Stemware.

T

Robust Red Full tannin intense flavors For highly spiced
meat dishes

d

Sweet Dessert wine Enjoyable by itself or with sweet desserts

AVAILABILITY

DRINKABILITY

3
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O

Generally available in most market areas

GV

Good Value

D
I
A
U

Limited production andor limited geographic distribution
Very limited availability

Drinkable now Unlikely to improve with further aging
Drinkable now Further bottle aging can improve this wine
Cellar for future drinking Wine will improve with bottle aging
Not suitable for drinking
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extended keeping, and a couple of years in the cellar should do
the trick.
1 B I $54.00

ir ASUNCION RIDGE San Luis Obispo County 2015
Ripe and rich with a bent to sweet cherries and strawberries and
showing accents of dried herbs and mildly woodsy spice from
first sniff to finish, this moderately full-bodied look at Pinot Noir
is waylaid by a streak of back-end acidity that, at least for the
moment, leaves it a bit narrow and stiff, and, in the end, fruit
never quite holds up its end of the bargain. O B I $45.00

ir CASTLE ROCK Mendocino County 2016
The 2016 trio of Pinot Noirs from Castle Rock is notable with
respect to fine value, and this nicely rounded, medium-bodied
working from Mendocino County leads the way. It is pleasantly
plump without erring to softness and smells and tastes of ripe
cherries with a sweetening accent of vanilla. It makes no promise
of complexity with additional age, but it is a hard-to-beat bargain
when it comes to accessible Pinots priced for everyday pouring.
GOOD VALUE
3 L D $13.00

iq CASTLE ROCK Monterey County 2016
Standing apart from its 2016 cellarmates by dint of its structural
bones, Castle Rock’s Monterey County offering is built more like a
wine meant for the cellar rather than one that encourages early
drinking. It is not without a fair bit of cherry-like fruit but gets
noticeably chalky and stiff at the finish, and, while it should relax
and soften with additional time in the bottle, it is less welcoming
now than its two same-vintage siblings.
GOOD VALUE
3 B I $14.00

* is BECKON Bien Nacido Vineyard 2016
Santa Maria Valley. Once past its promising nose of cherries,
plums, black tea and mildly graham-cracker-like sweetness, this
moderately hefty offering lets up a bit as far as fruity vigor goes,
and, while reasonably rich, its medium-deep flavors want for a
little more brightness and bounce to win higher marks. It does a
good job at keeping varietal character in its sights all the same,
and its gentle tannins signal the need for no more than a year or
two of further age.
O B I $45.00

iq CASTLE ROCK California Cuvée 2016

This well-scrubbed, moderately fruity effort may not challenge its
big-ticket competition as far as compelling complexity and depth
are concerned, but it does a remarkably good job at staying in
varietal focus from beginning to end. It is, withal, an affable,
easy-going effort that should prove a surprise to those who have
abandoned expectations of finding tasty Pinot Noir at anything
near its rock-bottom price.
GOOD VALUE
3 L D $12.00

ir BISHOP’S PEAK San Luis Obispo County 2016
By Talley. An all-around lighter, slightly quiescent look at Pinot
that begins with a fairly fragrant nose of fresh cherries, flowers
and a dusting of dried herbs, this mid-sized offering is pleasantly
rounded in feel and sits easily on the palate. It is not a big-impact
wine by any means, but neither is it thin or overly timid, and it is
well suited to matching with milder fare running from poached
salmon to lightly seasoned poultry. 3 L D $22.00

in CASTLE ROCK Los Carneros Sonoma County 2013
From its vaguely smoky, low-fruit aromas to its blunt and muddled
flavors, this one is little more than a dull and amorphous red wine
that summarily dries up on the palate without ever having found
a remotely recognizable varietal voice. 3 B D $14.00

* it CHALONE Reserve Chalone 2015
A bigger, bolder, far-better-filled wine than its Heritage Vines
cellarmate, Chalone’s Reserve Pinot is a cohesive, well-structured
wine that boasts a full complement of slightly juicy, black cherry
fruit with enriching oak in good measure. It is medium-full-bodied
and slightly supple in feel with nicely sustained flavors, and, if
not among the more layered and complex Pinots to be had, it is
a solid, convincingly varietal effort that looks to benefit from a
few additional years of age.
O B I $55.00

* jl BOUCHAINE Estate Pommard 2016
Carneros Napa Valley. Leading with a full, fairly ripe and juicy
nose of black cherries that opens to reveal quiet suggestions of
dried herbs as well as flashes of dark chocolate and following
with an ample, close-to-plush palate that reiterates its aromatic
richness, this hefty rendition is a Pinot of considerable substance
and size built upon a moderately tannic foundation that belies its
first impression of tantalizing suppleness. A few more years in
the bottle will see it through to a more polished and cohesive
maturity, and its sustained juiciness insures that waiting will bring
palpable rewards. Be in no hurry here. 1 B A $54.00

iq CHALONE Heritage Vines Chalone 2015
Although ripe and reasonably rich, this loosely focused offering
comes up short on positive fruit with a soft-then-acidy structure
and more astringency than it ideally needs. It never manages to
get on a clean varietal path, and there is little reason to believe
that it will do so with age.
1 B D $35.00

* iu CHEHALEM Three Vineyard Willamette Valley 2015
Sporting lots of well-defined cherry- and raspberry-like fruit with
a careful trim of creamy oak lending a quiet boost in richness,
Chehalem’s Three Vineyard Pinot is a slightly supple, moderately
full-bodied Pinot Noir that, while showing an edge of late-arriving
tannin, is concentrated and continuously fruity. It has the firmer
structure typical of Oregon efforts but is nicely filled out from start
to finish, and, if certainly capable of growing for a few years, it
has more than enough inner juice to handily serve as a foil to a
juicy rack of lamb in the shorter term. 3 B I $30.00

ir BOUCHAINE Estate Swan Carneros Napa Valley 2016
Sweet cherries abound in the nose here and are joined by milder
notes of earth and herbs that are carried forward into this one’s
mid-density flavors, and, what initially impresses as a slightly soft,
medium-full-bodied Pinot Noir is gradually firmed and ultimately
stiffened a bit by rising, back-palate acidity that accentuates its
middling tannins. Service with food will smooth its finish, as will
a brief cellar stay, but this is not a big, burly wine that calls for
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* iu DAVIES Ferrington Vineyards Anderson Valley 2016
Never extravagant but a very well-focused Pinot that makes up
in precision for what it may lack in drama, the winery’s offering
from Ferrington Vineyards is a comparatively sleek, mid-sized
wine that, while a bit lighter in style, is carefully structured and
very specific in varietal fruit. It joins those Pinots that are best
reserved for drinking with somewhat milder foods, and, if wholly
likeable in its gregarious youth, it is balanced to keep and has a
good chance at developing a little more complexity over the next
three or four years.
1 B I $70.00

ir CLAIBORNE & CHURCHILL Edna Valley 2016
Smelling more of ripe berries than the usual cherries and hinting
lightly at a touch of dried herbs and green olives as its aromas
slowly unfold, this wine presents a contrasting mix of ripeness
and acidity on the palate that, for the time being, leaves it just a
little at odds with itself. It should find better cohesion with even
a year more in bottle, and offers a two-or-three-year window of
useful drinkability.
1 B I $32.00

* iu DAVIES Hyde Vineyard Carneros Napa Valley 2016
Incisively fruity and both buoyant and ripe at the same time on
the nose with a deft trim of sweet oak to its ongoing themes of
cherries, raspberries and strawberries, this nicely polished, very
accessible Pinot Noir exhibits terrific fruity continuity despite its
slightly softer leanings. Although not one that commends a great
deal of cellar time, it is a wine whose succulent appeal makes it
a thoroughly attractive offering to be enjoyed over the course of
the next three or four years.
O B I $70.00

iq CLAIBORNE & CHURCHILL Classic Edna Valley 2016
Drawn along fairly tight lines and sparing in its delivery of tart,
cherry-like fruit, this slightly wiry wine runs too quickly to chalky
astringency after a brief sensation of suppleness on entry and
gives ground to an edge of tannic bitterness in the late going.
Age may help its case to some degree, but it comes up short on
the fruity stuffing to ever be complete. 1 B I $32.00

* iu DAVIES Anderson Valley 2016

* jl COHO Stanly Ranch Los Carneros 2015

It may not command the lofty prices of its single-site siblings, but
this expressive, well-crafted bottling gets everything right in
terms of varietal focus and balance, and, while not a wine that
trades on potency and high extract, neither does it stint on pure
and persistent, ripe cherry fruit. A last-minute rise in acidity serves
to accentuate a bit of back-end tannin, but service with food
and/or another year or two of rest will effectively iron out its mildly
astringent finishing wrinkles.
1 B I $45.00

From its juicy, well-defined aromas to its deep, optimally ripened
flavors, this is a substantial Pinot that flaunts its very generous
fruit and eschews subtlety in favor of ongoing richness. It is full
and fairly weighty with nominal tannins rising in the late-going,
yet its fruity persistence bodes quite well for age. Drink it now
with savory stews and well-seasoned roasts if patience is short,
but expect to find increased polish and a little more complexity
once three or four years have passed. 1 B I $45.00

* it DAVIES Piedra Libra Vineyards Sonoma Coast 2016
If a little on the lean side relative to most of its competition, this
wine does not skimp on firm, black cherry fruit and sees its oak
complement tilting a bit in the toasty, charry direction. It is long
and balanced with medium-depth flavors and a not unexpected
streak of youthful astringency at the finish. Set it aside for a couple
of years or so for optimal drinking. O B A $70.00

* it DAVIES Carneros Napa Valley 2016
Open and direct in style with medium-concentration to its fruit
and creamy, slightly toasty oak for richness, this wine shows the
softer, almost velvety side of the grape even now, and while it
certainly can improve in bottle for a few years, there is nothing
about the wine that would preclude its early enjoyment with a
grilled duck breast or the like.
O B I $45.00

** jo DAVIES Goorgian Vineyards Anderson Valley 2016
Proving that last year’s success was no accident and once again
a beautifully focused, very polished Pinot Noir that displays great
fruity stamina, the latest edition from Goorgian Vineyards easily
wins our nod as the best of the new Davies bunch for its richness
and depth, but it is very arguably the best balanced as well. It is
fleshy, full and slightly velvety in feel as only good Pinot can be,
and, it never so much as hints at being anything but mannerly
and wonderfully controlled. Waiting will not come easy, it is that
good right now, but it has even better places to go yet, and we
are convinced that three or four years of patience will be repaid
with significant dividends.
O B I $70.00

* it DAVIES Sonoma Coast 2016
Slightly succulent, well-defined, cherryish fruit jumps to the fore
in the clean and comparatively juicy aromas of this immediately
likeable young Pinot and remains the major message throughout
the length of the wine’s accessible, similarly well-focused flavors.
It lingers nicely at the finish and is free of the kind of astringency
that would interfere with early drinking, but it is balanced to grow
for several years and is sure to keep comfortably for several more
after that.
O B I $45.00

** jm DAVIES Nobles Vineyard Fort Ross-Seaview 2016
Although none of the many Pinot Noirs from Davies is given to
high ripeness and excess, this moderately full-bodied working
from the far Sonoma Coast shows a little more fruity flesh on its
bones than most and is shaded to fully ripe, black cherry fruit
with scattered accents of dark earth and sweet oak lending an
extra bit of richness and range. It is not in the least overdone, but
it is an effort that gently tips the scales to the fuller side of the
varietal spectrum, and thereby comes with the recommendation
that it be saved for evenings when the menu features slightly
richer fare.
1 B I $70.00

** jm DOMAINE CARNEROS The Famous Gate 2015
Carneros. Domaine Carneros’s flagship Pinot is a resounding
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success in 2015 and, right from the first, impresses with its fruity
depth and considerable complexity. It keys appropriately on ripe
cherries but goes well beyond simple fruit with suggestions of
cocoa, sweet smoke and minerals surfacing along the way. It is
full-bodied and quite well-balanced with a wonderfully pliant
palatal feel, and it shows fine fruity volume from front to back.
Although accessible now and not a wine that demands further
age, it will definitely grow with time, and, whether enjoyed now
or later, it is a splendid effort that fully demonstrates the virtues
of well-made Carneros Pinot Noir.
1 B I $80.00

* jl HALLECK Haas Vineyard Sonoma Mountain 2015

* jl DOMAINE CARNEROS Carneros 2015

* iu HALLECK Hillside Cuvée Sonoma Coast 2014

Whether by dint of vintage, winemaking or site, the 2015 Halleck
Hass Vineyard Pinot stands well apart from its year-older mates.
It is a substantial, decidedly fuller wine and is marked by heady
ripeness with juicy, dark cherry fruit to spare, and, although very
rich, it is still a little rough and youthfully ragged at the edges. In
the short term, its slight coarseness and scant edge of heat will
by ameliorated by service with appropriately flavorful food, but
the smarter choice here is to stash it away in the cellar for another
couple of years.
O B I $62.00

Fully ripe and yet very well-balanced with notable fruity energy
and fine varietal focus, this bottling begins with inviting aromas
of juicy black cherries enriched with a dollop of sweet oak and
follows suit on the palate with fairly expansive flavors that are
similarly keyed on pure and persistent fruit. It is full and slightly
fleshy in feel but never threatens to be too much of a good thing,
and, if sure to improve for as many as four or five more years, it
is more than appealing right now.
1 B I $42.00

Focused on red cherries and strawberries with a touch of sweet
spice and gaining in intensity after a fairly constrained start on
the nose, this mannerly middleweight picks up on the same traits
in taste and exhibits a nice sense of buoyancy even as it hints at
a bit of development. It is firmed by gentle tannins but demands
nothing in the way of further age, and, if in no imminent danger
of fading away soon, it will be at its best over the next two or
three years.
1 B D $59.00

** jm ELK COVE Mount Richmond Yamhill-Carlton 2016

ir HALLECK Three Sons Cuvée Russian River Valley 2014

The richest and most extracted of the three Elk Cove Pinots and
a wine that delivers a full measure of concentrated, very insistent
fruit, the winery’s Mount Richmond bottling is a weighty, wellstructured offering that commends cellaring if it is to grow into its
best. It admittedly impresses presently with its considerable depth,
but it deserves to be set aside for several more years, and patience
is certain to bring appreciable reward. 1 B I $60.00

The lightest, least weighty of the four Halleck Pinots, the Three
Sons Cuvée is a medium-bodied offering that shows a modest
measure of quiet, yet fairly well-sustained, cherryish fruit gamely
holding its own against the signs of advancing age, but the wine’s
slight drift to finishing dryness signals the need for drinking sooner
rather than later.
1 L D $49.00

* iu ELK COVE Five Mountain Chehalem Mountains 2016
If a bit less substantial than either of its two mates, this mediumfull-bodied Pinot is long on attractive cherry and raspberry fruit
and gets the nod for its energy and persistence rather than big
muscles and richness. It shows a momentary suggestion of velvet
on entry before tightening just a touch as it crosses the palate,
and, if never an opulent wine, it refuses to let go of its essential
fruit and will age gracefully for a few years on the strength of its
careful balance.
1 B I $60.00

* is HANZELL Sonoma Valley 2015
Subtlety is the watchword here, and the wine is likely to impress
many as being a bit too limited with respect to fruity substance
and size, but it is a nicely balanced middleweight that, while far
from intense, nonetheless manages to stay in varietal focus from
beginning to end. It is not a Pinot Noir that we would choose to
accompany richer entrees, and it is best tagged for drinking with
lighter fare in the near term.
1 L D $98.00

* it ELK COVE Clay Court Chehalem Mountains 2016
Ripe cherries and creamy oak are nicely aligned in the moderately
rich aromas and flavors of this fairly full-bodied working, but, for
the nonce, the wine is a bit ragged and rough when compared
to its cellarmates and, if not unduly tannic, shows a little more
finishing pucker just now than its needs. Time, however, is on its
side, and two or three years of cellaring should make for a more
mannerly wine.
1 B I $60.00

* jl HALLECK The Farm Vineyard Russian River Valley 2014

** jm HYDE AND SONS Hyde Vineyard Carneros 2014

A bit differently constructed than its two same-vintage siblings in
that, while fully ripe and well-fruited, this wine inclines more
to structural firmness and is a little more vibrant with a noted lift
from acidity. That said, it is still fairly rich with a full complement
of cherries and a nice touch of savory spice to its long-lasting
flavors. Even if thoroughly enjoyable now, it is far and away the
best candidate for additional cellaring in the 2014 Halleck Pinot
portfolio and should provide tasty drinking for another three to
five years.
O B I $75.00

Napa Valley. Keenly defined and incisively fruity but no simple
wine by any measure, the latest from Hyde and Sons is a lovely
expression of pure Pinot character made a little richer and more
interesting yet by the addition of a sympathetic touch of creamy
oak. The wine is never blustery or bold and counts layering and
fruity depth as its strengths, and its combination of suppleness
and neatly fit acidity make for a wonderfully well-balanced Pinot
Noir that is as refined as it is so very alive. 1 B I $65.00
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and dry out its flavors. We see its chances of achieving refinement
an even-odds proposition, but, if grace is to come, it will be several
more years in the making.
1 B A $60.00

* jl LEMELSON Stermer Vineyard Yamhill-Carlton 2015
Deep and amply filled yet never in the least bit heavy and showing
a nice sense of layering in its complex aromas of ripe cherries,
cola, sweet soil and creamy oak and likewise in its continuous,
similarly well-composed flavors, Lemelson’s Stermer Vineyard
Pinot is a wine that is both substantial and graceful at one and
the same time. It is buoyed by integral acidity and promises to
age famously for a half-dozen years, yet it already offers plenty
to like for those short on patience. 1 B I $48.00

** jm LUCIA Garys’ Vineyard Santa Lucia Highlands 2016
Very much showing the extra ripeness, muscle and sinew that
often marks Pinots of its provenance, this very solid, impressively
filled youngster is rife with dense, nicely extracted, fully ripe black
cherry fruit and gets a welcome boost in richness from its judicious
complement of creamy oak. It is enjoyable at present for its lavish
fruit but has the structural tension and bones of a wine meant
to age, and choosing to drink it sooner than later will be to miss
what looks to be a layered and increasingly complex offering. We
plan on waiting for three to five years and expect it to drink well
for twice that time.
1 B A $65.00

* iu LEMELSON Thea’s Selection Willamette Valley 2015
Much in the manner of its 2015 siblings from Lemelson, this wine
once again delivers a good deal of ripe cherry fruit without ever
once hinting at excess, and it does so within a well-structured,
medium-full-bodied package that sports plenty of youthful energy.
While it is arguably not quite as complex or layered as some, it
gets an appreciative nod for its balance, focus and convincing fruity
credentials, and we anticipate that it will show a little more reach
and range if allowed to quietly rest in the cellar for another three
to five years.
3 B I $34.00

** jm LUCIA Soberanes Vineyard 2016
Santa Lucia Highlands. Generous, full and complete, this big
but balanced offering does a fine job of showing the depth that
is associated with its appellation while keeping itself surprisingly
lithe and lively at the same time. It clearly favors the black cherry
end of the varietal spectrum, and its palatal fullness brings it a
supple, near lush entry impression, but it firms up well in the late
going and we would expect up to five years of rewarding growth
and another half-decade of enjoyment. 1 B I $65.00

* it LEMELSON Chestnut Hill Chehalem Mountains 2015
The Lemelson Pinots do not head off in wildly varying directions,
and, insofar as they differ, those differences tend, for the most
part, to be fairly slight. This particular bottling follows the winery
norm in its expression of well-ripened, cherry-like fruit and careful
oak, and, if just a bit richer, it is also a tad less refined with a tip
to astringency at the finish. It is neither tough nor bothersomely
coarse, and it will be helped by the tempering effects of service
with food if poured soon, but a few years of forbearance is the
smarter strategy yet.
1 B I $54.00

* iu LUCIA Santa Lucia Highlands 2016
Fully ripened, as is the wont of place and maker, this ample pinot
noir is direct in style with black fruit notes along with hints of
cola and wild cherries. It is fairly supple at entry and then takes
on a more tannic stance as it goes. It has the structure for aging
but we would be just as happy drinking it up sooner than that
alongside steaks and chops.
1 B I $45.00

* it LEMELSON Meyer Vineyard Dundee Hills 2015
A little less weighty than several of its cellarmates but a wine that
earns high marks for its composition and quiet richness, this very
well-balanced bottling keys on continuous red cherry fruit and is
enriched by a sympathetic complement of sweet and creamy
oak. It is slightly supple in feel with the first signs of varietal velvet
that will become more pronounced over the next three or four
years, yet it is wonderfully accessible now and will make lovely
drinking in the immediate term.
O B I $48.00

iq MAGNOLIA COURT Dorrian Central Coast 2016
Making a fairly nice start with a defined varietal nose of cherries
and plums then loosening its hold on fruit as it crosses the palate
and stiffening up a bit in the latter going, this firmly balanced
bottling may not rival its pricey cousins when it comes to layering,
richness and depth, but it manages to stay well within Pinot Noir
lines and delivers honest value as it does.
GOOD VALUE
1 B I $15.00

* is LEMELSON Jerome Reserve Willamette Valley 2015
Although straightforward, fresh cherry fruit takes the lead in the
nicely formed varietal aromas of this solidly built effort, the wine
emphasizes structure over fruity expression once in the mouth and
fights with evident astringency that presently works to toughen

** jo MERRY EDWARDS Georganne Sonoma County 2016
Very rich and still a bit nascent at one and the same time with a
wealth of perfectly ripened black cherry fruit set against a lovely

*** jr MERRY EDWARDS Bucher Vineyard 2016
Russian River Valley. Ms. Edwards has come up with a most
impressive collection of Pinot Noirs in 2016 led by this absolutely
gorgeous, fully packed offering from the Bucher Vineyard that
hits all of the bases from deep and sustained fruit to its impeccable
balance and extraordinarily long finish. It is nothing less than a
collectable classic that is certain to rank with the finest Pinots of
the vintage, and, if so polished and well-crafted that it is sure to
tempt early drinking, it is a wine that promises to get even better
with time and has the right pieces in place to age famously for a
decade or more. It is not one to miss. 1 B A $63.00
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backdrop of sweet oak and dried flowers and accented with a
soupçon of slightly savory spice, this year’s Georganne is a supple,
full-bodied edition of unquestioned potential. If hinting at polish,
it is a wine that is a long way from reaching its best, and, given
its maker’s track record for creating long-lived Pinots, it is easy
to recommend that this one be assigned to a quiet corner of the
cellar for no less than four or five years. 1 B A $63.00

medium-full-bodied and balanced to firmness with a tannic trim
to its finish, and it, too, is a Pinot that wants for a bit of age in
which to soften and relax.
1 B I $48.00

* it MUELLER Tempi Russian River Valley 2015
Wispy notes of dried brush and herbs sit quietly atop a reluctant,
somewhat narrow complement of youthful, cherry-like fruit in
the nose here, and the wine follows suit on the palate with fairly
tight, closed-in flavors that are bound up in acidity and obvious
tannins. That said, this is a Pinot Noir that promises to unfold
with age, and, if given three or four years in the cellar, it should
round into shape and give fuller voice to the still-nascent fruit
that lies at its heart.
1 B A $48.00

** jn MERRY EDWARDS Russian River Valley 2016
Far too often a Pinot producer’s appellation bottlings are not given
their full due and are seen as being less worthy of attention than
those bearing the name of a specific vineyard, but experience
teaches that is not always the case and no better example exists
than this inviting effort. It is a fairly big, but very well-built wine
that is generously fruited with the structure to age into better,
and it shows the very careful winemaking that we have come to
expect from Merry Edwards. It is delicious now, but we would
counsel against hasty drinking as it is a good three to five years
away from its increasingly complex best. 3 B I $48.00

* jl MERRY EDWARDS Olivet Lane 2016

* is NAVARRO Méthode a l’ancienne 2016

Russian River Valley. Calling this wine “light” would be a bit
misleading, but it is a bit lighter and shows slightly less stuffing
and mass than the rest of its winery mates in 2016. It is a nicely
focused and solidly fruity Pinot all the same, and its comparatively
firm structure and bent to back-end tightness make a compelling
case for additional age. In fact, we rather expect it to be fairly
long-lived and would not be at all surprised if it were to unfold
and expand for a half-decade or more. It may not be our pick of
the new Merry Edwards lot, but make no mistake, it is a very
good Pinot Noir.
1 B A $68.00

Anderson Valley. Cut from somewhat lighter cloth and a bit
sparing in richness when compared to its riper, more effusively
fruity cousins, this clean and constrained, mid-sized working is
lifted by evident acidity and plays directly to red cherries with a
slight cranberry-like tang showing up at the finish. Keep the food
light when bringing it to the table, and tag it for drinking before
too many years have passed.
1 L I $32.00

iq NAVARRO Deep-End Blend Anderson Valley 2015
Smelling almost as much of dank wood as it does of dark and
diffuse fruit and never a wine that speaks with a concise varietal
voice, Navarro’s Deep-End Blend is a blunt, slightly murky, tootough Pinot that suffers from a shortfall of fruit and is unlikely to
benefit appreciably from age.
1 B I $55.00

ip REPLICA Label Envy North Coast 2016
From its curious aromas of cured meats and herbs to its dry and
slightly reedy flavors, this bottling suffers from a marked shortfall
of essential fruit, and, after a passing suggestion of sweetness on
entry, dissuasive bitterness rushes up and stays the course through
to a sere, moderately astringent finish. 3 B D $18.00

** jm MUELLER Hogan’s Run Russian River Valley 2016
Nicely oaked and quite well-concentrated, the nose here shows
to great advantage even in the wine’s youth, yet, for all of that,
there is not a whit of excess at any point. Instead, the inner parts
here are aligned along refined, firm and still-developing lines, and
this is a wine whose depth and keen focus augur well for a very
rewarding stay in the cellar. It has youthful tannins, to be sure,
and a ripe, somewhat reserved, wholly convincing character. Give
it a half-decade to open up.
O B A $48.00

** jp SAINTSBURY Stanly Ranch Carneros 2016
Napa Valley. You cannot help but admire the combination of
depth and structure delivered by this fairly full-bodied, supple yet
nicely balanced bottling. Its aromas show plenty of volume and
spread with notes of red cherries filled out by creamy oak along
with light hints of sweet spices. Given its range and tight yet tasty
finish, we see years of improvement ahead and suggest strongly
that it be left alone for half a decade while its supple side takes
full control. It is yet another bottling that shows again the winery’s great
capacity for making fine Pinot Noir. 1 B A $62.00

* it MUELLER Emily’s Cuvée Russian River Valley 2015
As is the case with its maker’s “Tempi” bottling, this is a wine
that takes its time to bloom, and, what starts out as a subtle,
hesitantly fruity effort expands with a bit of time in the glass and
slowly reveals a good measure of elemental varietal fruit. It is

*** jq SAINTSBURY Lee Vineyard Carneros 2016
Napa Valley. Purity of fruit is the central theme of this superb
young Pinot. Its aromas feature juicy red cherry notes with a light
dusting of wild flowers and background hints of creamy, slightly
toasty oak. Firm in its underbelly but somewhat open at entry, it
deserves four or five years of patient cellaring in order to reach
its showy best. And when it gets to its lofty peak, expect a wine
that is both supple and balanced, both rich and full of vitality,
and, in short, a very exceptional Pinot. 1 B A $62.00
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** jm SAINTSBURY Sundawg Ridge Vineyard 2016
Green Valley of Russian River Valley. Oriented to ripeness in
its aromas and unexpectedly tight on the palate despite its riper
leanings, this full-bodied offering strikes a reasonable balance
between its richness and its firmer side. Rich, concentrated red
cherry flavors filled out by hints of cola and dried raspberries
extend across the palate and hold on gamely at the end. Allow
some three or four years in the cellar and expect to be rewarded
with a supple, well-formed wine.
1 B I $62.00

from a family that has been held in high esteem as growers of
fine Chardonnay and Pinot Noir. The Vi Marie Pinot starts out
with a complex, nicely integrated mix of cherries, wildflowers,
cola and creamy oak in its deep, but fairly refined aromas and
stays very much in step in its like-minded flavors. It is a full, yet
fairly elegant offering that trades opulence for refinement, and,
if not an especially powerful wine, it comes up a winner for its
careful balance and notable length.
O B I $80.00

* jl SAINTSBURY Pratt Vineyard Sonoma Coast 2016
Decently concentrated black cherry aromas provide reasons for
optimism here but a slightly brushy edge to that fruit and a wiry
tilt to the wine’s texture call for delay in its drinking up. Its acidity
is a bit more noticeable at this point as well, which adds to the
notion that this one is at least five years away and is a bit of a
gamble. We do know, however, that wines from the western end
of Sonoma tend to age well, and fans of tighter, firmer Pinots
will find lots to like here.
1 B A $62.00

* jl SANGIACOMO Roberts Road Vineyard 2016
Sonoma Coast. Creamy oak adds a complementary note of
sweetness to this one’s rich and well-filled aromas of ripe plums
and cherries, and the wine stays on track on the palate with full
and fairly juicy flavors. It is fleshy and rounded in feel without
tipping to softness, and, while a touch warm at the finish and
not quite as refined as the winery’s Vi Marie bottling, it shows
the family stamp of keen, nicely sustained fruit. It is easy to like
now but is structured for mid-term keeping and should hit its
peak in three to five years.
O B I $70.00

* jl SAINTSBURY Sonoma Coast 2016
Entirely proper and correct from first to last and a wine whose
cherry and cream-soda richness makes it attractive at the outset,
this medium-full-bodied effort is round at entry and follows the
family model by firming up in the late going. It carries itself long
into the aftertaste, and, with good balance and more accessibility
than its winery siblings, it is a wine for the next few years while
waiting for those worthies to mature. O B I $46.00

* iu SANGIACOMO Sonoma Coast 2016
Sangiacomo’s appellation Pinot is again a keenly fruity and very
well-crafted wine that tips to cherries and raspberries with an
integral dollop of oak adding a note of creamy sweetness, and
it follows the lead of its two slightly deeper mates in its rounded,
slightly supple palatal feel. It is neatly balanced and, while not
edgy or bothersomely tannic, is just firm enough at the finish to
make a good case for another couple of years of age, but it will
shine in the shorter term with the likes of grilled lamb chops or
sundry savory pork recipes.
O B I $60.00

* iu SAINTSBURY Toyon Farm Carneros Napa Valley 2016
A bit closed-in relative to the higher-rated Saintsbury Pinots, this
wine will test your faith in the future. Its focus is spot on, its
firm underbelly provides the building block for growth, and, given
its ripe, but tight red cherry fruit and its slightly smoky central
character, it might well be worth a flutter. But do lay it away in
the cellar for some five years to give it a full chance to open up
and look at it then.
1 B A $62.00

* is SAINTSBURY Carneros 2016
A medium-depth, straightforward rendition, this very nice young
Pinot comes in a step or two less filled-out than the best of the
Saintsburys but is also priced appropriately and, given the “no
harm, no foul” rule, it earns full commendation. Its pleasant red
cherry character is supported by hints of roundness at entry and
does a nice job in playing right past a bit of chalky astringency in
the mid-palate and finish. It will make a very useful partner to
steaks and chops in the next few years. 3 B D $36.00

* is SARAH’S VINEYARD Santa Clara Valley 2016
Very polite and very clean, but not a Pinot that trades on bold
fruit and extract, this medium-bodied rendition counts tactile
tailoring and trim balance as its chief assets while showing just
enough cherry-like fruit to stay on the varietal track. It is a softspoken wine rather than one of great richness and range, and it
will drink comfortably with a fairly wide range of foods without
threatening to overpower any.
1 B I $45.00

ir SAINTSBURY Donnelly Creek Anderson Valley 2016
The least well-filled of the Saintsbury Pinots and a wine that stays
on the narrow side from front to back, its early red cherry fruit
does hue to varietal norms, but the rest of the story is that it is
lesser in depth and completeness. By the finish, the wine begins
to show a slight underripe streak and goes past firm in texture in
its rigid, tannin-bound finish. Time in bottle is demanded by the
wine’s coarse edges, but no amount of patience is likely to bring
about full rewards.
1 L I $62.00

iq SAWYER LINDQUIST Edna Valley 2015
Although it distantly smacks of varietal cherries on the nose, this
somewhat eccentric offering wanders off in a direction all its own
with an oddly floral perfume and clovey spice moving well ahead
of defined fruit. It is undeniably complex, but it wants for basic
fruity stuffing and depth, and, if its fundamentally leaner, lessthan-fully ripe style will have its adherents, the rest of us will be
left wishing for more.
O L I $50.00

** jm SANGIACOMO Vi Marie Sonoma Coast 2016

** jo SAXON BROWN Gap’s Crown Vineyard 2015

The 2016 vintage marks the first release of estate-grown wines
from the Sangiacomos and is an auspicious winemaking debut

Sonoma Coast. Our choice of the many goodies on offer from
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in the cellar would not be our choice. It is tasty and a tad pricey
but Pinot rarely comes cheap these days. O B I $75.00

Saxon Brown in this vintage, the Gap’s Crown is, by a small but
noticeable measure, the richest of the bunch and is also fairly
perky. It is broad and supple on the palate, and its flavors are in
line with its solidly Pinot, ripe red cherry and raspberry fruit notes
and it takes full advantage of creamy, almost milk chocolaty oak
in its search for added range and depth. If not requiring lengthy
aging, this lovely wine is fully capable of rewarding anyone who
gives it three to five years in the cellar. O B I $68.00

* iu SINEANN Zenith Vineyard Eola-Amity Hills 2016
Both the richest and most polished of the new Sineann bunch,
this bottling keys on well-defined, ripe cherry fruit right from the
start, and it teases with a bit of tactile plushness with nicely filled
flavors that steadily build as they cross the palate. It is never a bold
or bombastic wine yet it earns high marks for its crafting, its
continuity and its unwavering varietal focus, and, if a tasty, easyto-like Pinot right now, it has the pieces in place to reward a few
more years of age.
O B I $36.00

** jm SAXON BROWN Sangiacomo-Roberts Road Vyd. 2015
Sonoma Coast. Not a light wine by any means but certainly one
that is less concentrated than the Gap’s Crown, this eminently
likeable bottling makes its bones by being a tad more polished
and supple at this point. It is not without a useful tannic spine in
support of its black and red cherry flavors and is balanced for two
to four years of cellaring. Its best uses with food might be in the
company of roast fowl.
O B I $48.00

* it SINEANN Wy’east Vineyard Columbia Gorge 2016
Although relatively restrained on the nose and mustering no more
than a modest measure of youthful, red cherry fruit, Sineann’s
Wy’east Pinot follows with well-defined varietal flavors that are
deeper and more generously fruited than expected. The wine is
medium-full-bodied with an invitingly supple entry before firming
and exhibiting the structured solidity to age into better, and, its
slightly velvety beginnings notwithstanding, it is one that wants
to be left alone for another few years. O B I $36.00

* jl SAXON BROWN Ferrington Vineyard 2015
Anderson Valley. Featuring a bit more of the black cherry end
of the spectrum in its rich, lightly brown sugar and cola aromas,
this wine is truly more about fruit than it is about confection, and
its balanced yet supple mouthfeel with its background tannins
reiterate the well-considered mix of elements and textures on
display here. The latter palate is deep and continuous with loads
of ripe, fleshy character, and this one would be our choice for
savory roasts and chops.
O B I $68.00

* is SINEANN Oregon 2016
Candied red cherries sit at the heart of this young, firmly built
Pinot Noir, and, although it is not as rich and well-stuffed as most
of its single-site mates, the wine displays good varietal focus from
front to back and is structured to improve with age. It will turn
the trick in the short term as a partner to milder meat dishes, but
it is just tannic enough to prescribe a few years of keeping, and
it has the fruity energy to make waiting a proposition entirely
free of risk.
O B I $30.00

* it SAXON BROWN Durell Vineyard Hayfield Block 2015
Sonoma Coast. Ripe yet lively in character in its ripe cherry and
moderately oaky aromas, this wine narrows a bit in its passage
from front to back, and, while not out-and-out acidy, it is bright
and more brisk than not. Withal, it is not as age-demanding as it
might have been because of the slightly juicy bent to its central
flavors. Still, we would counsel laying it away for a year or two
to give it chance to open up further. O B I $58.00

ir SINEANN Yates Conwill Vineyard Yamhill-Carlton 2016
Sweet oak figures prominently here and steps out ahead of a
slightly milder measure of cherryish fruit in the nose, and, while
the wine finds better fruity focus once in the mouth, its flavors
tend to narrow and take on a firming bit of tannin that keeps
them from expanding. A bit of age may help here, but this one
comes up a bit short on the richness exhibited by its deeper and
better-filled cellarmates.
O B I $42.00

* it SAXON BROWN Rosella’s Vineyard 2015
Santa Lucia Highlands. Its light-medium volume holds this one
back a bit in spite of the obvious flesh and openness that is part
and parcel of wines from the Santa Lucia Highlands. Wisps of a
smoky, slightly barky note shows up alongside mid-depth, ripe
black cherry fruit but all stays a tad on the quiet side at the end.
A year or two in bottle is not going to hurt the wine but is also
not likely to lift it all that much either. O B I $58.00

iq SINEANN “TFL” Willamette Valley 2015
A special selection produced only in half-bottles and standing
well apart from its siblings by dint of its extra ripeness and hardto-ignore oak, the 2015 “TFL” is a touch “roasted” in character
with elements of dark coffee and scorched chocolate closing in
on its message of fruit. We tasted it twice and noted a tendency
to aged dryness each time, and, its richness noted, it is a wine
whose time has arrived. 375ml bottle. O B D $30.00

iq SPICY VINES Peter's Delight Russian River Valley 2016
Ripe but less than keenly fruity and showing a fair degree of sweet
and spicy oak to its loosely cherry-like traits and both full and a
touch soft in balance, this mid-sized Pinot Noir wants for both
energy and better varietal focus. It is clean and easy to drink, yet
it never manages to convey the interest and depth warranted by
its ambitious price.
O B I $55.00

* it SCHEID Doctor’s Vineyard Santa Lucia Highlands 2016
Fairly ripe and on the direct, not quite nuanced side, this young
wine is also blessed with an extra measure of finishing gruffness
and will likely show better in a few years. Its black cherry, slightly
woodsy, savory character will always lead the way and a long wait
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from first sniff to its lean, but reasonably lengthy finish. Reach for
something else when richer, full-flavored entrées are on the
evening’s menu, and tag this one for drinking with somewhat
lighter fare over the next two or three years.
GOOD VALUE
1 L D $22.00

* iu THOMAS FOGARTY Rapley Trail Vineyard 2014

iq YAMHILL VALLEY VINEYARDS Reserve McMinnville 2014

Santa Cruz Mountains. As a bunch, Thomas Fogarty Pinots
very clearly hew to restraint and lower alcohol far more than to
ripeness and opulent fruit, yet, as this bottling shows, they can
be wines of quiet richness and grace. In this instance, the wine
conveys a nice mix of red fruits laced with dusty spice, and, while
always subtle and decidedly dialed back, it is mannerly, distinctly
varietal and certain to appeal to those looking for Pinot made in
a less boisterous style.
1 L I $78.00

A somewhat lighter Pinot Noir that musters a modest bit of mildly
candied, red cherry fruit yet is sparing in richness and substance
throughout, this clean, comparatively small-scaled effort commits
no offense, but neither does it go much beyond the bare basics,
and its hushed varietal voice struggles with only limited success
to make itself heard.
1 L D $40.00

* it THOMAS FOGARTY Will’s Cabin Vineyard 2014
Santa Cruz Mountains. Marginally riper and a bit juicier in tone
than most of its companions but still a Pinot that pulls its punches
when it comes to forceful fruit, this bottling smacks of cherries,
violets and a trim bit of warm spice and shows a touch more fruity
flesh on its firm structural bones. It is nowhere near lavish, yet it
is solid and fairly well-filled with a trim streak of tannin firming
its lengthy finish.
O B I $66.00

** jm WRATH KW Ranch Santa Lucia Highlands 2016
Here is a bigger Pinot that gets it right when it comes to deep
and defined, black cherry fruit, and, while it is full and fleshy and
close to plush in texture, it displays surprisingly fine balance for
a wine of its ample girth and is fit with a fine spine of integral
tannin that affords it a good sense of ageworthy vinous grip.
Fruit is always in play, and the wine is neither heavy nor overly
extracted, and what is good now will only get better with time.
Allow for some three to five years of age before it reaches what
promises to be its worth-waiting-for best. O B A $49.00

* it THOMAS FOGARTY Santa Cruz Mountains 2014
Fairly outgoing and smelling of red cherries and strawberries with
accents of sweet baking spice and a slight savory touch of herbs
off to the side, Fogarty’s appellation Pinot starts out as a lithe and
supple wine on entry before tightening and taking a turn to
firmness with a mildly tannic pucker showing up at the end. If
never wildly fruity, it manages to keep varietal cherries in sight
throughout, and its fruit quietly stays the course to the end. Let
it sit for another year or two and anticipate a useful life of some
five or six years.
3 B I $38.00

* jl WRATH Swan/828 Monterey 2016
Bright black cherry scents filled out with creamy, slightly savory
oak are joined by a background hint of dill in the nose and those
characteristics continue into the wine’s mid-depth, ripe, round
flavors. A bit on the fleshy side at entry in mouthfeel and firming
up somewhat in the latter palate, the wine may not be a longager but it does not need immediate drinking up, and a wait of
two to four years would be in order. 1 B I $35.00

* is THOMAS FOGARTY Windy Hill Vineyard 2014
Santa Cruz Mountains. More subdued than intense yet still
fairly aromatic and a bit differently composed with complexing
suggestions of rhubarb, green tea and forest-floor herbaceousness
in league with its plum- and cherry-like fruit, this medium-fullbodied effort is rounded in feel and tends to softness in balance
with lesser tannins and slightly diminished acidity making it very
easy to approach now.
O B I $78.00

* is WRATH Ex Vite Monterey 2016
Not without its own ripe charms, the black cherry first aromas of
this full-bodied wine are echoed in flavors that share a viscous
palatal feel with its mate above. The noticeable tannins drift into
the “gruff and gritty” arena for Pinot Noir, and while cellar aging
is bound to bring some much needed softening, we would not
recommend a major commitment here. O B A $35.00

ir THOMAS FOGARTY Razorback Vineyard 2014
Santa Cruz Mountains. If very much in the Fogarty camp with
respect to subtlety and restraint, this comparatively slender effort
come up short on richness and fruity depth and tends to cramp
up in the latter going. It is nicely balanced and will be embraced
by Pinot lovers who adhere to the notion that less is more, but
we find it wanting on too many points and more is what it needs
to win full endorsement here.
O L I $72.00

ir WRATH San Saba Vineyard Monterey 2016
Ripeness and a certain vaguely herbal, dried-leaf component vie
for attention while fruit moves to the wings in this meaty, slightly
viscous, relatively big-bodied take on Pinot Noir. It is inarguably
expressive stuff that suggests a bit of Rhône-like richness and
spice here and there, but it wants for varietal clarity and better
fruity direction and expecting either to come with age may be
expecting too much.
1 B I $49.00

* is YAMHILL VALLEY VINEYARDS Estate McMinnville 2015
If, much like its year-older Reserve mate, a Pinot that finds a place
on the lighter end of the varietal spectrum rather than one that
flexes its fruity muscles, this bright, firmly balanced middleweight
is not nearly as sparing in fruit and insistently smacks of cherries
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Despite continuing complaints in some
quarters that California Chardonnays, other
than those made in a restrained, lower
alcohol, minimally oaked style are, or at
least should be, anathema to discriminating wine drinkers, the reality is that richer
versions still excel and consumer demand seems to justify the higher price tags that they command. We have long ago tired of hearing onesided commentary that would have one believe that hot, heavy-handed, oak-bludgeoned Chardonnays have until very recently been the norm
in California, and hold that the criticism is far more overdone than the wines themselves ever were. The fact is that, for years, the better local
bottlings have exhibited the much-ballyhooed “balance” that champions of lighter versions seem to claim as exclusively their own, and, just
as the case with Pinot Noir – or any other variety for that matter – richness in a wine need not come at the expense of balance if balance is, as
generally agreed, the coming together of many aromatic, flavor and structural elements in a harmonious whole where no one dominates the rest.
Depending on the meal and the moment, we will reach for a Chardonnay at either end of the spectrum, light and crisp one night and substantial
the next, but the notion that either is the proper way to make Chardonnay is to miss the far-ranging tapestry of character and style that the variety
affords the open-minded wine lover.

ir AERENA Conversations in Yellow Sonoma County 2015

fair sense of weight, this medium-full-bodied wine tends to
soften as it crosses the palate, and its nominal complement
of ripe apples tends to fade just a bit as it does. Even if only
one year old, it does not impress as a Chardonnay to wait on
and is one for enjoying fairly soon. 3 l D $19.00

No more than lightly oaky and fundamentally keyed on fresh,
mildly apple- and pear-like fruit both in the nose and then again
in taste, this mannerly, medium-bodied bottling is a clean and
fairly direct expression of Chardonnay that musters a modicum
of varietal richness. It stays away from softness and sweetness
yet does not suggest the need for age and will serve in the near
term with a wide range of foods.
1 l D $24.00

* is ASUNCION RIDGE Paso Robles 2017
Sweet and slightly citrusy with a trim touch of vanilla showing up
in the nose with brief airing and following with like-minded
flavors that are both fruity and firm, the Asuncion Ridge effort is
an accessible, moderately ripe, fruit-oriented Chardonnay that
runs slightly to tactile firmness after feinting softness on entry,
and is withal a straightfoward look at the grape that will make
pleasant drinking in the near term. O l D $34.00

iq BISHOP’S PEAK San Luis Obispo County 2017
By Talley. For the most part a clean, but fairly simple and subdued
wine that barely works its way into varietal territory, this modest
offering hints lightly at green apples and pears but fails to go
much beyond the bare basics before picking up a faint, slightly
chalky, vaguely chemical bite in its abbreviated and sparsely
fruited finish.
3 F D $20.00

** jn ANCIEN Haynes Old Block Coombsville 2015
A rich and yet wonderfully well-proportioned offering that
shows a particularly careful hand in terms of its balance, its

articulate fruit and its very deft use of sweet oak, this one is a
complete and continuous Chardonnay that manages to be as
polished as it is uncompromisingly rich. Not that it is all that
dramatic or verges on extravagance, but it conveys a sense of
great depth and confidence and indulges in no winemaking
tricks, and all of its many pieces combine in a seamlessly joined
package that is both hard to resist now and sure to be better yet
once a few years have passed.
O l I $80.00

* jl ANCIEN Carneros 2015

* jl BOUCHAINE Hyde Vineyard Carneros 2016

There is nothing especially flashy or fancy about this very wellconstructed, deceptively deep Chardonnay, yet it hits all the
right marks from fruity definition and focus to its neatly fit oak
and exemplary balance, and it shows a little more range and
richness with each successive sniff and sip. It is less a wine to
swoon over and more one to slowly savor, and when poured
over the next year or two as a complement to poached salmon
or chicken napped in a delicate sauce, it is bound to invite a
second or third glass.
1 l I $38.00

Napa Valley. With ample, optimally ripened fruit flavors that
live up to the promise of its well-focused nose of Gala apples
enriched by plentiful sweet oak and graced with subtle hints
of minerals and a wispy touch of fresh herbs, Bouchaine’s
Hyde Vineyard bottling is a fully expressed Chardonnay that
aims for and hits the mark for unabashed richness. It is full,
fairly rounded and a tad soft at the margins, and, if perhaps
not our first choice among wines we would tag for extended
aging, it is a decidedly satisfying Chardonnay that is ready to
go right now.
O l D $70.00

* is ANCIEN Musque Coombsville 2016
Well off the beaten track with a high-toned, slightly floral nose
that smacks of lychees and mixed tropical fruits, Ancien’s smalllot Musque offering wanders outside of the usual Chardonnay
lines. It is bright and lively and fairly firm in balance while retaining
its distinctive tropical traits on the palate, and it finishes with a
notable rise of tangy acidity.
O l I $42.00

* jl BOUCHAINE Estate Carneros Napa Valley 2015
Nicely focused and moderately juicy with a sensible appointment
of sweet oak that brings a boost in richness without threatening
to obscure its ongoing message of well-ripened, appley fruit, this
well-conceived wine shows an especially fine fit of pieces and is
drinking beautifully at the moment. It is moderately full-bodied
and gets high marks for continuity and careful balance as well as
an especially appreciative nod for outstanding value.
GOOD VALUE
3 l D $30.00

ir ANCIENT PEAKS Santa Margarita Ranch 2017
Leading with a moderately fruity nose framed with notes of
sweet butter and a smattering of spicy oak and showing a
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match up nicely with meaty fish and more delicate chicken dishes
over the next couple of years.
GOOD VALUE
3 l D $20.00

iqCHATEAU STE. MICHELLE Mimi Horse Heaven Hills 2017

iq BROKEN EARTH Paso Robles 2016

This light and lively Chardonnay is not far removed in style from
the winery’s sprightly Canoe Ridge Estate bottling but is not quite
as convincing in fruit as that wine, and, while it starts out well
enough with the smells of green apples and blossoms, it wants
for staying power and comes up both short and a touch thin in
the latter going. When the choice is between the two, its betterfilled mate is the one to buy.
3 C D $20.00

Loosely fruity in scent with subtle hints of roasted nuts sitting
atop its diffuse mix of ripe and green apples and a tad hard in
feel on the palate, this clean, but relatively underfilled offering
barely manages to say its varietal name and comes up short on
fundamental richness and depth.
1 l D $17.00

iq CHEHALEM Ian’s Reserve Stoller Vineyards 2015
Dundee Hills. Mildly oaky and slightly minerally but fairly mute
in its aromatic expression of fruit in both scent and taste, this
relatively rigid wine comes across as being several steps short of
wholly complete and suffers from palatal hardness and more
chalky bitterness than it needs. It is a fairly crude customer that,
while structured to last, goes wanting for the inner fruit to make
cellaring worthwhile.
1 l D $40.00

** jm BYRON Bien Nacido Vineyard 2015

io CHEHALEM Inox Willamette Valley 2017

Santa Maria Valley. Discreet elements of vanilla, roasted grains
and toasted brioche are interwoven with abundant, sweet fruit
in the effusive and decidedly complex aromas of this immediately
involving wine, and there is no loss of richness or range to its
deeply fruited, multi-faceted flavors. While quite full and slightly
viscous on entry, it is buoyed by fine fruity acidity and shows very
good finishing length. There is no need to hurriedly pull its cork,
but it is in fine drinking shape now. 1 l I $40.00

Chardonnays may not need oak to succeed, but they do require
more fruity presence than this very sparse example affords, and,
when challenged by matchsticky distractions as this thin and
slightly lemony bottling is, finding any positive character is a task
without reward.
1 F D $20.00

* jl BYRON Nelson Vineyard Santa Maria Valley 2015
The second of two very good, single-site Chardonnays from Byron,
the Nelson Vineyard version shows very clear kinship to its mate
from the Bien Nacido property with plenty of deep, optimally
ripened, slightly tropical fruit and the same propensity to sweet,
mildly caramelly oak. It, too, is showy, full-bodied, nicely layered
stuff and with richness to spare and complexity that requires no
effort or waiting to see, and, if by small degree, the more open
and obvious of the two, it is comfortably balanced and will handily
keep for several more years.
1 l I $40.00

** jo DARIOUSH Napa Valley 2016
A gorgeous, very complex nose rife with ripe apples, sweet oak
and highlights of freshly toasted bread immediately sets this wine
out on a winning track, and there is no let-up in richness and
deep, wonderfully well-formed fruit in the encompassing and
complete flavors that ensue. There is so much going on here that
it is hard to imagine that it could be any better if left to age, but
it is as vital and carefully structured as it is rich and far ranging,
and it is among that rare breed of Chardonnays that will continue
to deepen and evolve famously without loss of life for a good
many years to come providing that its manifold early appeals can
somehow be resisted.
1 l I $48.00

iq CANNONBALL Eleven Sonoma Coast 2017
A happily short-lived suggestion of cardboard gives way to a
decidedly more pleasant mix of fresh apples and pears in the
nose of this wine, yet fruit makes but a fleeting appearance
in its truncated flavors and is lost to too-quick-to-arrive chalky
hardness that unfortunately becomes its most lasting trait.
Even though there is a chance that age will be of benefit here,
the odds are not in its favor, and its price is too steep to make
the gamble worthwhile.
3 l I $35.00

* is DAVIS BYNUM River West Vineyard 2015
Russian River Valley. Bright and buoyant in scent with a nice
trim of creamy oak to its central theme of sweet lemon fruit and
just as lively as billed once in the mouth, this racy middleweight
is a Chardonnay that trades on zesty vitality rather than weighty
richness, and, if at times a bit wiry in feel and given to tartness
at the finish, it will succeed handily as a palatal cleansing partner
to seafoods of all kinds.
3 l I $25.00

* is CHATEAU STE. MICHELLE Canoe Ridge Estate 2016
Horse Heaven Hills. Bright and lively with the emphasis on
fresh, slightly blossomy fruit from beginning to end, this wellmade, mildly citrusy effort is both ripe and fairly spry with crisping
acidity working to keep it light on its feet. It is a fruit-focused
Chardonnay whose brightness begs drinking early on, and it will
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now, and, if truth be told, the differences between them are small
and discriminating Chardonnay collectors are sure to be enthralled
by either one.
1 l I $65.00

* is DRNK Russian River Valley 2016
60% Mill Station Vineyard; 40% Catie’s Corner Vineyard.
Fresh and lively with a bent to green apples and flirting here and
there with scant suggestions of candied sweetness but nicely
balanced throughout, this Chardonnay is concerned more with
fruit than obvious winemaking and is not one that runs to overt
oak and lees. It firms in the latter going and should comfortably
hold up for a couple of years, yet its fruity energy invites drinking
right now.
1 l I $35.00

** jn FRANK FAMILY Reserve Carneros Lake Vineyard 2016
Carneros Napa Valley. Very rich right from the first with a full
and voluminous nose of ripe apples, sweet spice and toast with
a light suggestion of lees, the Carneros Lake Reserve is a big, but
exceptionally well-balanced Chardonnay whose flavors build and
expand on the promise of its deep, many-layered aromas. Even
though still very young and charged with plenty of life, it already
shows uncommon polish, and, as tempting as it is now, it has so
much fruity stamina that we can only guess at how long it
will continue to grow. It will age effortlessly for three or four years,
and it has the look of a Chardonnay that will still be compelling
well beyond that.
O l I $65.00

ir EX Unoaked Monterey 2017
By Wrath. With an effusively fruity nose that smacks strongly of
candied green apples, this unoaked Chardonnay immediately
strikes one as a wine meant for light-hearted quaffing, but, while
it is, in fact, singularly fixed on simple, slightly sweet fruit once
again in the mouth, it takes on enough chalky bitterness at the
end that, even when well-chilled, it is better suited to service with
food than gulped down on its own. 1 C D $19.00

* is FRANK FAMILY Carneros 2016
Juicy, fresh apple fruit is the dominant theme throughout the
length of this eminently likeable, moderately full-bodied effort,
and, while nowhere near as rich and ambitious as the winery’s
tandem of Reserve editions reviewed just above, the wine is an
affable, unfettered look at Chardonnay that comes with appealing
accents of flowers and sweet oak. It is balanced to keep and may
well improve a bit with another year in the bottle, but it affords
tasty drinking in the immediate term. 3 l I $38.00

* it FLORA SPRINGS Family Select Napa Valley 2017
Here is a nicely defined, no-frills Chardonnay that goes right to
the variety’s fruit point with a continuous fix on fresh apples and a
subtle complement of mildly creamy oak. It is medium-full in
body with fine acid balance and is enlivened by plenty of youthful
energy, and, if not among the bolder, more intensely expressive
bottlings to be had, it is a carefully crafted wine that is varietally
well-focused and long on fruity confidence with the potential for
a few years of growth.
1 l I $36.00

* jl GRGICH HILLS Paris Tasting Commemorative 2015
Napa Valley. Upping the ante in richness and fruity depth over
that evoked in its maker’s basic Napa Valley bottling, this one is
a slightly bigger wine but one that successfully aims for structured
balance with well-integrated acidity imparting plenty of brightness
and life. It is at once youthfully exuberant but shows a sense of
reserve and signs of what promises to be increasing refinement
with age, and it is a Chardonnay worth setting aside for a few
years to allow it to grow into its best. 1 l I $95.00

ir FLOWER CHILD Sonoma Coast 2016
Sweet oak abounds in both scent and taste here, yet well-defined
fruit tends to get lost between this wine’s conflicting messages of
ripeness and pushy acidity and is a bit beaten down by obvious
heat in the latter going. If admittedly big and rich, the wine wants
for cohesion and focus, and, as it makes no promise of finding
either with additional age, it is best tagged for drinking sooner
than later with flavorful dishes.
O l D $27.00

* it GRGICH HILLS Napa Valley 2015
Fresh and lively but reasonably well-filled and suggesting ripe
pears and green apples throughout with a careful backdrop of
sweet oak and obvious acidity imparting a nice sense of youthful
verve, this moderately-full-bodied Chardonnay teases with quiet
touches of minerals and spice here and there and shows a mild
grapefruity trim to its lengthy, slightly nervy, crisply finished flavors.
Drink it now with the likes of seared ahi tuna or grilled swordfish
steaks but, as past Grgich Hills efforts can attest, it can be safely
cellared for a half-dozen years.
3 l I $43.00

** jo FRANK FAMILY Reserve Lewis Vineyard 2016
Carneros Napa Valley. Frank Family has come up with not one,
but two remarkable reserve Chardonnay bottlings in 2016, and,
while both are brimming with fully expressed fruit and lavishly
decked out with lovely oak, this one from the Lewis Vineyard gets
our vote as the marginally deeper, slightly more refined of the
two. Both it and its decidedly handsome mate come with the
certain promise of a very long life despite begin delicious right
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fruit at its heart and early hints of sweet and stony complexities
yet to come, it is a wine that veritably begs for additional age.
If, as claimed, experience is a wise teacher, it would indeed be
wise to fight against the urge to pull its cork in the near future
and wiser still to let it sit undisturbed for no fewer than two or
three years.
3 l A $60.00

* it HANZELL Sonoma Valley 2015
This venerable Sonoma County producer has opted for subtlety
and nuance in a Chardonnay that, while insistently fruity, pulls
back a bit as far as potency and big impact are concerned. It is
shaded to minerals and shows a trim bit of oak with insistent, if
low-keyed fruit always in play, and its compact, slightly lighter
overall style and firmer stance makes it a wine that will serve
admirably with dishes that would be overpowered by its weightier,
more opulent cousins.
3 l I $78.00

ip KARAH Sonoma Coast 2017
Mildly nutty and hinting at browned butter here and a bit faded
and lacking the fruity life that we would expect from a wine of
its tender age, this dry, somewhat coarsely textured effort has
some of the oaky trappings of richness but is a bit underfilled
and fairly hollow at its heart with a touch of chalky astringency
and slightly souring, lemon-pith bitterness emerging in lieu of
positive fruit.
O l D $30.00

ir HEARST RANCH Proprietor’s Reserve 2015

ir KING ESTATE Willamette Valley 2017

Central Coast. Winemaking gets top billing over fruit here with
abundant sweet oak evident at every turn. The wine is at once
weighty and full-bodied, but hard-charging acidity jumps up and
limits its reach for richness, and, in the end, that acidity serves to
accentuate the overtly woody spice that prevails in its finish
and leaves it feeling a bit taut and stiff. Age should help to loosen
this one up, but barring an unexpected arrival of increased fruit,
oaky richness will be its dominant theme, and, ambition aside, the
wine will remain less than complete. O l I $65.00

Here is a Chardonnay that speaks in fairly hushed tones but does
manage to find enough fruit to stay on the varietal track. It is
clean, medium-bodied and reasonably well-balanced with an
inclination to green apples and freshly cut pears and shows little
in the way of any oaky extras, and its subdued style directs it to
drinking with appropriately lighter foods that might struggle to
keep pace with a bigger, richer wine. 1 F D $20.00

ip KIRCHHOFF Clarksburg 2015

ir HEARST RANCH Glacier Ridge Monterey County 2017

Decidedly butterscotchy in character with a smattering of slightly
lazy, loosely defined browned-apple fruit and a wine that goes
wanting for freshness and life, this relatively thick and heavyfooted Chardonnay is starting to give up the ghost, and, while
claiming a certain degree of richness, it is soft, sluggish and on
the road to drying out.
O l D $32.00

Scant suggestions of lees and a bare whisper of oak provide a
quiet bit of extra richness to this one’s basic message of ripe
apples, but, while making a sweet and fairly attractive start,
the wine loses fruity traction as it goes and fades a bit early
with a noticeable edge of mildly chalky astringency surfacing
at the finish.
1 l D $25.00

* jl KNIGHTS BRIDGE East Block Knights Valley 2016
As a lot, the 2016 Knights Bridge Chardonnays are very much
geared to ripeness and none goes wanting for obvious richness
and size, and, of the bunch, the East Block bottling demonstrates
the best balance and fruity consistency with well-sustained, sweet
apple fruit and creamy oak evident at every turn. It is a plentifully
filled and fairly big wine as Chardonnays go, and a noticeable
touch of late-arriving heat comes into play at the finish, but it will
do the job handily as a flavorful foil to the richer dishes its ample
style commends.
O L I $75.00

* is J. LOHR Riverstone Arroyo Seco 2017
Directly fruity in both scent and taste with a slight pineappley
tang to its well-defined central theme of nicely ripened apples, J.
Lohr’s priceworthy Riverstone Chardonnay is a balanced midsized offering that stays within itself and never tries to be more
than it is. It gets it right in terms of cleanliness, varietal clarity and
easy drinkability and is a fruity and friendly wine that stands with
the better buys checking in at $15.00 or less.
GOOD VALUE
3 C D $14.00

* it KNIGHTS BRIDGE West Block Knights Valley 2016
The West Block bottling claims alcohol in excess of 15% making
it the ripest of the Knights Bridge contingent, yet while it, too, is
a fairly fleshy and full-bodied wine with a coarsening tag-end of
heat, it is also nicely balanced and solidly fruity with a good bit
of baked-apple richness amplified by a well-measured addition
of slightly creamy, crème brûlée oak, and it never impresses as
being irredeemably excessive. All the same, it definitely wants
drinking with richer entrees and should come into its own with
roasted duck or a classic Christmas goose. OlI$75.00

* jl JOSEPH PHELPS Freestone Vineyards 2016

* it KNIGHTS BRIDGE Pont de Chevalier 2016

Sonoma Coast. As has been the norm with previous Phelps’s
Freestone efforts, this is once again a Chardonnay that places
equal emphasis on substance and structure, and, while inarguably
deep and quite well-extracted with plenty of handsomely oaked

Knights Valley. Once again, a fairly weighty, big-bodied effort
with a bias to ripeness and a big palatal presence, the Pont de
Chevalier rendition aims for richness rather than finesse with
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flavors to match, Mercer’s is a simple, slightly soft-edged, but
very-easy-to-like Chardonnay that emphasizes up-front appeal
over complexity and depth. It does not need hiding away in
the cellar and, in fact, wants drinking within the coming year,
and its juicy, straightforward style makes it a wine that will fill
the bill as a stand-alone sipper.

wide-open flavors of sweet, juicy apples and undisguised oak. It
is slightly viscous in feel and is coarsened by a palpable streak of
finishing heat that directs it away from service with more delicate
fare, and, like both of its mates, it is a Chardonnay that will more
than hold its own with the likes of salmon, roasted chicken and
lighter pork preparations.
O L I $50.00

GOOD VALUE

1

C D

$17.00

ir MIDNIGHT Willow Creek District 2017
Ripe, slightly sweet apples are featured in the nose here and are
joined by suggestions of peach and a bit of sweet oak with air,
and, while the wine is pleasantly plump and rounded in feel, it
becomes a little less friendly as it goes and runs into a little more
bitterness than can be easily ignored in its unexpectedly chalky
finish. It may start out like a Chardonnay that will drink easily on
its own, but its slight finishing hardness calls for the buffering
effects of food and makes a fair case for another twelve months
of smoothing
1 l I $29.00

** jm LARRY HYDE Hyde Vineyard Carneros 2015
Napa Valley. Beginning to show signs of developing complexity
with nicely integrated elements of caramel, cream and toast to
its moderately deep, ripe apple and roasted lemon aromas and
reflecting the same sense of richness and range in its expansive,
many-layered, mineral-tinged flavors, the latest Larry Hyde effort is
a concentrated, moderately full-bodied Chardonnay that goes
beyond simple fruitiness without having lost anything in the way
of fruity drive. It is structured to grow for several more years but
is involving now, and it will make splendid drinking with the richer
meals of the upcoming holiday season. O l I $60.00

iq MILL CREEK Estate Dry Creek Valley 2017
Scrubbed and sedate with but a modest bit of youthful fruit
and a little too many tactile angles and edges, this firm and
minerally effort goes wanting for central juice and is a little
too austere overall. A year in bottle should see it loosen up
and relax, but, for now, it is hard to see the fruity foundation
upon which it might grow.
O l I $25.00

ir MUELLER LB Russian River Valley 2016
We like this wine’s clean and quietly rich aromas of citrus, sweet
oak and red apples, and we like the way it starts out on the palate
much in the same way, but despite its fairly attractive beginnings it
gradually unravels with pithy, lemon-rind bitterness outdistancing
its faltering fruit and is derailed by the intrusive presence of heat
at the finish. Age may well prove to be a benefactor, but keeping
comes without guarantees.
O l I $34.00

* jl LUCIA Soberanes Vineyard 2016

Santa Lucia Highlands. Forcefully fragrant and immediately
conveying a wealth of concentrated, keenly focused, fully
ripe apple-like fruit with highlights of vanillin oak, stony soil
and a custard-like richness signaling additional complexity to
come, this impressively stuffed youngster is a deeply satisfying
reminder that the Santa Lucia Highlands can excel with varieties
other the Pinot Noir and Syrah. And, despite its obvious richness,
it is a very solidly structured Chardonnay that will have more
to say if allowed to sit for a few years. O l I $65.00

** jm OJAI VINEYARD Solomon Hills Vineyard 2016
Santa Maria Valley. Owned and farmed by the same family
that owns the renowned Bien Nacido Vineyard, the Solomon
Hills property is the source of this complete, wonderfully wellcomposed Chardonnay. The wine begins with a complex nose of
fresh apples, citrus and light toast highlighted by a deft touch of
lees and unfolds on the palate with a quietly building sense of
richness while avoiding blustery ripeness and keying instead on
precise and persistent fruit interwoven with carefully placed oak
and a mildly minerally note or two. It exhibits great staying
power and length, and its meticulous balance guarantees that it
will age and improve for many years.
GOOD VALUE
1 l I $37.00

* iu LUCIA Santa Lucia Highlands 2016
Plentiful oak brings both a creamy element along with highlights
of hazelnuts to this one’s generous ripe apple aromas and, on
the palate, the wine follows suit with full, fairly rich flavors that,
while infused with rich oak, are solidly fruited and structured to
firmness. Still a bit tight and a tad grippy at the finish, this is a
Chardonnay that can clearly do with a bit of age. If better with
another twelve months in bottle, it is built to keep and is certain
to grow for several years.
1 l I $45.00

iq MAISON AREION Santa Cruz Mountains 2017
This wine signals a sense of intent early on with its moderately
rich, slightly honeyed aromas of ripe apple and spicy oak, but
it does not follow through quite as well as it could, and, while
fairly full in body, its flavors come up a bit short on volume
and depth, and it drifts to slight bitterness as its short-lived
fruit lets go.
O l D $27.00

* is PONZI Anniversary Reserve Willamette Valley 2015
Nicely defined yet fairly reserved with a light trim of vanilla and
roasted grains to its steady expression of baked-apple fruit, this
mild-mannered middleweight is never an especially forceful wine
but rather one of quiet insistence. Its inclination to softness and
wholesale absence of tactile angles and edges lends it a polished
feel on the palate, and it looks to be at its best over the next two
or three years.
1 l D $42.00

ir MERCER Horse Heaven Hills 2016
Smelling of ripe pears and sweet Gala apple with fairly obvious
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fruit and its slightly too-wiry stance.

O l I $65.00

* is SANGIACOMO Sonoma Coast 2016
Little concerned with subtlety and instead a very ripe and outgoing
wine of ample body and weight, this mouthfilling Chardonnay
exhibits plenty of ambition with a persistent complement of toasty
oak to its slightly tropical fruit. It is fairly viscous in feel and tends
to softness in balance but picks up an edge of wiry acidity at the
very last minute.
O l D $55.00

iq PULL Paso Robles 2016
Smaller-scaled all around, but identifiably varietal all the same,
this mild-mannered effort musters a modest, yet reasonably welldefined complement of uncomplicated, mildly apple-like fruit
while steering clear of the candied sweetness that all too often
marks inexpensive Chardonnays, and, given its modest price, its
lack of complexity is easy to forgive.
GOOD VALUE
3 l D $15.00

** jm SAXON BROWN Hyde Vineyard Carneros 2015
Napa Valley. The Hyde Vineyard name invariably draws attention
from collectors of fine Chardonnay – and for that matter other
varieties ranging from Pinot Noir to Sauvignon Blanc – and the
Saxon Brown version shows why. It opens with a precise, if very
slightly restrained nose of apples and judicious oak with mildly
minerally notes off to the side and grows progressively richer as
its aromas slowly but steadily expand. It is full and yet still a bit
tight on the palate, and its youthful flavors similarly take their
time to unfold, but unfold they do and show striking richness
and fruity length with a scant edge of late-arriving astringency
prescribing a few years of patience. Those who can wait will be
glad that they did.
O l A $58.00

* jl ROBERT YOUNG Alexander Valley 2016
A bit shy and tight-fisted on first nosing with a lightly stony veneer
to its initially reticent fruit but a wine whose aromas deepen and
become markedly richer with brief airing, this full-bodied offering
follows with substantial, generously filled, oak-enriched flavors of
ripe apples that broaden en route to a long and insistently fruity
finish. Although not a Chardonnay that mandates a lengthy stay
in the cellar, it is nonetheless structured to improve over the next
two or three years and has the stamina to hold up nicely for
several more after that.
1 l I $48.00

** jm SAXON BROWN Durell Vineyard Sonoma Coast 2015

* it ROBERT YOUNG Area 27 Alexander Valley 2016

All of the Saxon Brown bottlings are very rich and well-made but,
as is appropriate given their varied sources, each has a personality
very much of its own. This one from Sonoma’s well-regarded
Durell Vineyard is a fairly full, but beautifully balanced wine of
great concentration and depth, and, while no shrinking violet, it
never crosses the line into excess and counts excellent structure
among its many achievements. It is easy to appreciate now but
is again a Chardonnay fully deserving of cellar time, and we see
it improving for at least three or four years and continuing to
impress for another five after that. O l A $48.00

A little more aromatically forthcoming than its cellarmate listed
just above, but otherwise cut from fairly similar cloth, the winery’s
Area 27 bottling leads with a full and juicy nose of sweet apples
and rich oak enhanced with complexing notes of lees. It, too, is a
substantial wine on the palate with plenty of fruity weight, and,
if the slightly richer wine of the two, it is not quite as energetic
and calls for service with flavorful foods in order to successfully
hide its suggestion of finishing bitterness. O l I $50.00

* jl SAXON BROWN Rosella’s Vineyard 2016
Santa Lucia Highlands. Biased to ripeness from start to finish
but fit with loads of concentrated, sweet apple fruit and filled
out with an ample dose of creamy, slightly spicy oak and showing
a touch of caramelly richness, this big-bodied Chardonnay turns
out to be surprisingly firm and is not nearly as fat and viscous as
its riper tilt predicts. It presently wants for polish and gets a tad
hard and coarse at the finish, but its fruity stuffing is never in
doubt, and the wine will start rounding into fine shape with a
year or two of patience.
O B I $48.00

** jn SANGIACOMO Home Ranch Carneros 2016
Winning top honors among the new Sangiacomo collection and a
Chardonnay that marries freshness with great fruit richness and
depth, the winery’s Home Ranch offering is uncannily potent and
refined at one and the same time. It is never blowsy or close to
being over the top, and it is remarkably well-balanced for the very
ample wine that it is with a terrifically sustained finish and all of
the right pieces in place to guarantee a very long life and years of
increasing complexity.
O l I $65.00

* is SAXON BROWN Sangiacomo Vyd Green Acres Hill 2015
Carneros. Sweet on the nose and sweet on the palate with oak
and ripeness its two competing themes, this viscous and very rich
offering wanders about without finding keen fruity bearings and
winds up decidedly hotter than needs be at the finish. It does not
lack for character, but its preoccupation with ripeness is hard to
ignore and at no point does it manage to convey any sense of
refinement or detail. Save for the richest fare that might work with
Chardonnay and let it sit on shelf if the night’s menu tends in any
way to delicacy.
O l D $48.00

* is SANGIACOMO Green Acres Vyd. Sonoma Coast 2016
Despite the fact that this wine puts a very good first forward with
very enticing, downright juicy aromas of sweet Fuji apples enriched
with a sweetening note of crème brûlée oak, this wine surprises
by being considerably leaner and less well-endowed with fruit in
the mouth and veers instead to minerals and chalky stiffness. It
is sure to relax and soften to some degree with further time in
the bottle, but is likely to always be limited by its slight shortfall of

ir SCHEID Escolle Road Vineyard 2016

Santa Lucia Highlands. Competing qualities of ripeness and
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high acid leaves this wine very much at war with itself now,
and the fruity substance needed to make us optimistic about
its future never quite materializes. It is solid but very rigid at
this point, and, while it might surprise a year or two hence,
it will need a turn of unanticipated good luck and may well
stay on the stiff side throughout its life. O l I $45.00

is full and solidly structured with somewhat firmer acidy bones
beneath its ample flesh, and, if arguably tending to slight hardness
at the finish, it may well prove to be the best of the bunch some
three or four years down the line. Aging is less an option and
more a requirement here, and the benefits of cellaring are well
worth waiting for.
1 l A $48.00

* iu TALLEY Arroyo Grande Valley 2016
If marginally less rich in comparison to its single site cellarmates,
Talley’s appellation bottling from the Arroyo Grande Valley is
nonetheless a very well-filled and generously fruited Chardonnay
that shows more reach and range than its price might suggest,
It is full in feel and slightly firmer in balance with the structure to
grow for a bit, but despite its obvious ability to round into better
with age, it is a thoroughly tasty rendition that will not disappoint
with food in the shorter term.
GOOD VALUE
3 l I $28.00

* is SEQUOIA GROVE Napa Valley 2016
Clean and quietly fruity with a bit of developed complexity hinted
at in the nose and following suit once in the mouth, the Sequoia
Grove Chardonnay is a slightly rounded offering that leads with
a touch of glycerin on entry and is crisped in mid-palate by an
integral measure of balancing acidity that lends buoyancy and
tactile length to its medium-density apple- and pear-like flavors.
It will keep comfortably for a couple of years but requires no
further age and is ready to enjoy now. 3 l D $28.00

* is TRUE MYTH Paragon Vineyard Edna Valley 2016
From its ample, ripe-apple aromas to its plump, fairly juicy and
easy-to-access flavors, this is a Chardonnay that is anything but
shy in its delivery of up-front fruit. It is full and a touch oily in
texture with a welcome element of balancing acidity working to
temper its slight suggestion of sweetness, and, while far-ranging
complexity is not its forte, it is a fairly generous, varietally honest
offering that earns a thumbs-up vote for fine value.
GOOD VALUE
3 l D $18.00

* is SOKOL BLOSSER Dundee Hills 2016
Lighter and leaner with an inflection to green apples and a scant
bit of accompaning oak, this medium-bodied offering backs away
from overt fruit and keys instead on the slightly stony, somewhat
more minerally traits of Chardonnay. It is quite firm in balance
without bending too far to acidy stiffness and shows a touch of
chalky hardness to close. It should benefit from another year or
two of softening and will show its best when matched up with
meaty fish dishes.
1 l I $38.00

* is VO-KEL Starscape Vineyard 2016

Russian River Valley. Clean and correct with a pleasantly
fruity nose of mixed red and green apples that runs to juicy
simplicity, yet fairly compact and a bit tighter than anticipated
with a slightly constrained fruity presence in the mouth, this
briskly balanced youngster presently favors citrusy brightness
and will most likely remain on the lean and lively side of things
regardless of age. If a well-made wine in the style, it comes
up a bit short in delivering the richness and range warranted
by its ambitious asking price.
O l I $60.00

** jn TALLEY Oliver’s Vineyard Edna Valley 2016
Leading the way in Talley’s latest lot of very good Chardonnays,
this one from Oliver’s Vineyard is a deep, well-formed offering
that delivers an absolute wealth of concentrated, very precise
fruit decked out with plenty of toasty oak richness and showing
a great deal of polish and exceptional balance for the substantial,
mouthfilling wine that it is. Albeit expressive and satisfying stuff
now, it is built to get better and should continue to grow for a
good many more years.
1 l I $44.00

* jl WRATH Fermata Monterey 2016
Not all that far removed from its 3 Clone companion as far as
mouthfilling richness goes, Wrath’s similarly full-bodied Fermata
bottling has a far better grasp on juicy, well-sustained fruit with
fine oak support and a touch of lemon custard surfacing in its
ongoing flavors of sweet, fully ripe apples. There is nothing at all
subtle about it, and, although sure to keep very comfortably for
a few years, this one is ready to drink without undue delay and
will shine as a partner to any dish that wants pairing with an
unabashedly rich Chardonnay.
GOOD VALUE
1 l D $35.00

* jm TALLEY Rincon Vineyard Arroyo Grande Valley 2016
Arguably the most open and approachable member of the latest
Talley bunch and every bit as rich as any, this fairly big-bodied
effort tips ever so slightly to plushness without hinting at softness
in the least. It is loaded with juicy ripe apple fruit and possesses
the sympathetic, well-measured oak that marks each of its mates,
and, while it is the one that we would choose to drink first in the
short term, it is not about to tire and fade any time soon and has
the fruity richness and strength to guarantee memorable
drinking for several years.
1 l I $44.00

ir WRATH 3 Clone Monterey 2016
Very ripe and quite full in body with plenty of oak and baked
apple fruit but never managing to throw off the errant, oddly
green, vaguely herbal component that appears in the nose and
extends through the length of its flavors, this sizeable, somewhat
quirky version of Chardonnay is anything but restrained or lacking
in impact, and that includes the very evident heat that comes on
a little too strong at the finish.
O l D $35.00

* jl TALLEY Rosemary’s Vineyard 2016
Arroyo Grande Valley. The Rosemary’s Vineyard bottling is, for
the time being, the tightest, least forward of Talley’s several fine
Chardonnays, yet, that being said, it still displays more than
enough deep and defined fruit to win easy recommendation. It
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Best Buys in the Market
SYRAH
It is easy to argue that Syrah stands at the head of the class when it comes to outstanding value in weighty, very rich
red wines, and three especially high-achievers head up this month’s roster of examples well worth seeking out. The
heady ** BECKMEN Purisima Mountain Vineyard Ballard Canyon 2016 ($32.00) is an immense, deeply fruited
effort that shows why its small, Santa Barbara appellation has drawn deserved attention for Syrah, and both the bold,
nicely extracted ** WRATH San Saba Vineyard Monterey 2016 ($39.00) and its equally noteworthy mate, the **
WRATH KW Ranch Santa Lucia Highlands 2016 ($39.00) are mouthfilling, explicitly varietal offerings that rank
with the very best bottlings to be had at anywhere near the price. The spicy, well-balanced * TERRE ROUGE Les
Côtes de L’Ouest California 2015 ($22.00) is a particularly priceworthy standout in the perennially successful lineup of Syrahs from a noted Amador County Rhône specialist, and the * KLINKER BRICK Farrah Lodi 2015 ($20.00)
shows off the juicier side of the variety in an enticingly supple package. Keep an eye out for the very fruity, berry-like * SPICERACK Sonoma
County 2015 ($25.00) and the emphatically ripe * LAFOND SRH Sta. Rita Hills 2014 ($23.00), and, from California’s Central Coast, the *
BERINGER The Waymaker Paso Robles 2013 ($28.00) is a Syrah-based blend that earns a tip of the CGCW cap for its depth and structured
richness. Finally, do not overlook the 86-point WRITER’S BLOCK Lake County 2015 ($18.00), a well-made wine that is long on lively, ripe berry
fruit and promises to age nicely over the next several years.

BARBERA
We have always liked the energy and vigorous fruit of well-made Barbera, and, of late, the list of very good offerings
is lengthening with more than a few versions hitting the mark for fine value as well as quality. At the very head of the
class, the * 90-point NOCETO Lindsteadt Vineyard Shenandoah Valley 2014 ($28.00) is a precise and beautifully
crafted wine that shows the variety at its best. Also from the Sierra Foothills, the rich and zesty * SCOTT HARVEY
Mountain Selection Amador County 2014 ($25.00), the layered * SHENANDOAH VINEYARDS ReZerve Amador
County 2016 ($25.00), the sturdy * EASTON Cooper Ranch Shenandoah Valley 2015 ($25.00), the fully ripe *
BINZ Sleeper Crain Vineyard Shenandoah Valley 2016 ($28.00) and the fruit-forward * BOEGER El Dorado
2016 ($20.00) are all easily recommended renditions each of which shows a slightly different, but equally appealing
face of Barbera. And, while it comes up a bit short of full * endorsement, the bright and tangy McMANIS Jamie Lynn Vineyard California 2016
($12.00) is a bright, slightly piquant, berryish effort that will do yeoman service in washing down barbecued fare and is hard to beat at the price.

ROSÉ
Rosés have reached unprecedented popularity in recent years and more and more makers are taking pink seriously
with any number of very good wines made from a variety of grapes. The * 90-point LUCY Rosé of Pinot Noir Santa
Lucia Highlands 2017 ($19.00 is a bright and buoyant Rosé that goes an extra step in its delivery of fruity richness,
while the juicy, cherry-like * CHEHALEM Three Vineyard Rosé of Pinot Noir Willamette Valley 2017 ($22.00) is
at once weightier yet is still light on its feet. The * MIRO Grenache Rosé Chevalier Vineyard Mendocino County
2017 ($18.00) is a comparatively substantial, generously filled effort that will stand up to richer foods and shows a
surprising capacity to age for a bit, and both the firmly balanced * MADROÑA Grenache Rosé El Dorado 2017
(18.00) and the unabashedly fruity, Grenache-dominant * ROCK WALL Uncle Roget’s Rosé Yolo County 2017
($18.00) are well-worth seeking out.

Connoisseurs’ Series

*** BLUE FARM Pinot Noir King Ridge Vineyard Fort RossSeaview 2015, ** BLUE FARM Pinot Noir Anne Katherina
Vineyard Carneros 2015 and ** SOJOURN CELLARS Cabernet
Sauvignon Oakville 2015.

Created by the California Wine Club exclusively for Connoisseurs’
Guide readers, and featuring only our two-star and three-star
selections, the CONNOISSEURS’ SERIES wine-of-the month club
makes hard to get wines available for you. Featured this month are:

For more information about CONNOISSEURS’ SERIES, please call the California Wine Club at 1-800-777-4443 or visit www.cawineclub.com/connseries
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November 2018 Index
PINOT NOIR
		ir ASUNCION RIDGE San Luis Obispo Co
* 		 is BECKON Bien Nacido Vineyard

2015

* 		

iu HALLECK Hillside Cuvée

2014

2016

2014

		ir BISHOP’S PEAK San Luis Obispo Co
* 		 jl BOUCHAINE Estate Pommard

2016
2016

		ir HALLECK Three Sons Cuvée
* 		 is HANZELL Sonoma Valley
**
jm HYDE AND SONS Hyde Vineyard

2016

2015

		ir SAINTSBURY Donnelly Creek
**
jm SANGIACOMO Vi Marie
* 		 jl SANGIACOMO Roberts Road Vyd

2014

* 		

SANGIACOMO Sonoma Coast

		ir BOUCHAINE Estate Swan

2016

* 		

2016

SARAH’S VINEYARD Santa Clara Vly

2016

SAWYER LINDQUIST Edna Valley

2015

SAXON BROWN Gap’s Crown Vyd

2015

SAXON BROWN Roberts Road Vyd

2015

SAXON BROWN Ferrington Vineyard

2015

SAXON BROWN Durell Vineyard

2015

SAXON BROWN Rosella’s Vineyard

2015

SCHEID Doctor’s Vineyard

2016

SINEANN Zenith Vineyard

2016

SINEANN Wy’east Vineyard

2016

SINEANN Oregon

2016

SINEANN Yates Conwill Vineyard

2016

SINEANN “TFL” Willamette Valley

2015

SPICY VINES Peter’s Delight

2016

THOMAS FOGARTY Rapley Trail Vyd

2014

THOMAS FOGARTY Will’s Cabin Vyd

2014

THOMAS FOGARTY Santa Cruz Mtns

2014

THOMAS FOGARTY Windy Hill Vyd

2014

THOMAS FOGARTY Razorback Vyd

2014

YAMHILL VALLEY VINEYARDS Estate

2015

YAMHILL VALLEY VINEYARDS Reserve

2014

WRATH KW Ranch

2016

WRATH Swan/828 Monterey

2016

WRATH Ex Vite Monterey

2016

WRATH San Saba Vineyard

2016

is PONZI Anniversary Reserve

2015

LEMELSON Stermer Vineyard

2015

LEMELSON Thea’s Selection

2015

LEMELSON Chestnut Hill

2015

LEMELSON Meyer Vineyard

2015

LEMELSON Jerome Reserve

2015

LUCIA Garys’ Vineyard

2016

LUCIA Soberanes Vineyard

2016

LUCIA Santa Lucia Highlands

2016

MAGNOLIA COURT Dorrian

2016

MERRY EDWARDS Bucher Vineyard

2016

MERRY EDWARDS Georganne

2016

MERRY EDWARDS Russian River Vly

2016

MERRY EDWARDS Olivet Lane

2016

MUELLER Hogan’s Run

2016

MUELLER Emily’s Cuvée

2015

MUELLER Tempi

2015

NAVARRO Méthode a l’ancienne

2016

NAVARRO Deep-End Blend

2015

REPLICA Label Envy North Coast

2016

SAINTSBURY Lee Vineyard Carneros

2016

SAINTSBURY Stanly Ranch Carneros

2016

SAINTSBURY Sundawg Ridge Vyd

2016

SAINTSBURY Pratt Vineyard

2016

SAINTSBURY Sonoma Coast

2016

SAINTSBURY Toyon Farm

2016

SAINTSBURY Carneros

2016

CASTLE ROCK Los Carneros

2013

CHALONE Reserve Chalone

2015

CHALONE Heritage Vines Chalone

2015

CHEHALEM Three Vineyard

2015

CLAIBORNE & CHURCHILL Edna Valley

2016

CLAIBORNE & CHURCHILL Classic

2016

COHO Stanly Ranch Los Carneros

2015

DAVIES Goorgian Vineyards

2016

DAVIES Nobles Vineyard

2016

DAVIES Ferrington Vineyards

2016

DAVIES Hyde Vineyard

2016

DAVIES Anderson Valley

2016

DAVIES Piedra Libra Vineyards

2016

DAVIES Carneros Napa Valley

2016

DAVIES Sonoma Coast

2016

DOMAINE CARNEROS Famous Gate

2015

DOMAINE CARNEROS Carneros

2015

ELK COVE Mount Richmond

2016

ELK COVE Five Mountain

2016

ELK COVE Clay Court

2016

HALLECK The Farm Vineyard

2014

HALLECK Haas Vineyard

2015
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		ir AERENA Conversations in Yellow
**
jn ANCIEN Haynes Old Block
* 		 jl ANCIEN Carneros

2015

**

FRANK FAMILY Reserve Carneros Vyd

2016

2015

* 		

FRANK FAMILY Carneros

2016

GRGICH HILLS Paris Commemorative

2015

* 		

ANCIEN Musque Coombsville

2016

GRGICH HILLS Napa Valley

2015

ANCIENT PEAKS Sta Margarita Ranch

2017

HANZELL Sonoma Valley

2015

ASUNCION RIDGE Paso Robles

2017

HEARST RANCH Proprietor’s Reserve

2015

BISHOP’S PEAK San Luis Obispo Co

2017

HEARST RANCH Glacier Ridge

2017

BOUCHAINE Hyde Vineyard

2016

J. LOHR Riverstone Arroyo Seco

2017

BOUCHAINE Estate Carneros

2015

JOSEPH PHELPS Freestone Vineyards

2016

BROKEN EARTH Paso Robles

2016

KARAH Sonoma Coast

2017

BYRON Bien Nacido Vineyard

2015

KING ESTATE Willamette Valley

2017

BYRON Nelson Vineyard

2015

KIRCHHOFF Clarksburg

2015

CANNONBALL Eleven Sonoma Coast

2017

KNIGHTS BRIDGE East Block

2016

CH. STE. MICHELLE Canoe Ridge Estate

2016

KNIGHTS BRIDGE West Block

2016

CH. STE. MICHELLE Mimi

2017

KNIGHTS BRIDGE Pont de Chevalier

2016

CHEHALEM Ian’s Reserve

2015

LARRY HYDE Hyde Vineyard Carneros

2015

CHEHALEM Inox Willamette Valley

2017

LUCIA Soberanes Vineyard

2016

DARIOUSH Napa Valley

2016

LUCIA Santa Lucia Highlands

2016

DAVIS BYNUM River West Vineyard

2015

MAISON AREION Santa Cruz Mtns

2017

DRNK Russian River Valley

2016

MERCER Horse Heaven Hills

2016

EX Unoaked Monterey

2017

MIDNIGHT Willow Creek District

2017

FLORA SPRINGS Family Select

2017

MILL CREEK Estate Dry Creek Valley

2017

FLOWER CHILD Sonoma Coast

2016

MUELLER LB Russian River Valley

2016

OJAI VINEYARD Solomon Hills Vyd

2016

GV ir CASTLE ROCK Mendocino County

2016

GV iq CASTLE ROCK Monterey County

2016

GV iq CASTLE ROCK California Cuvée

2016
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Write to us at P.O. Box 8, Pinole, California, 94564. Our phone is 510-417-2833.
Email: office@cgcw.com Web: www.cgcw.com
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* 		

GV iq PULL Paso Robles

* 		
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2016

ROBERT YOUNG Alexander Valley

2016

ROBERT YOUNG Area 27

2016

SANGIACOMO Home Ranch Carneros

2016

SANGIACOMO Green Acres Vyd

2016

SANGIACOMO Sonoma Coast

2016

SAXON BROWN Hyde Vineyard

2015

SAXON BROWN Durell Vineyard

2015

SAXON BROWN Rosella’s Vineyard

2016

SAXON BROWN Green Acres Hill

2015

SCHEID Escolle Road Vineyard

2016

SEQUOIA GROVE Napa Valley

2016

SOKOL BLOSSER Dundee Hills

2016

TALLEY Oliver’s Vineyard

2016

TALLEY Rincon Vineyard

2016

TALLEY Rosemary’s Vineyard

2016

TALLEY Arroyo Grande Valley

2016

TRUE MYTH Paragon Vineyard

2016

VO-KEL Starscape Vineyard

2016

WRATH Fermata Monterey

2016

WRATH 3 Clone Monterey

2016

